iproportional randomly varying forces, can be analyzed such that the results are equivalent to those obtained had the excitation been harmonic. The test procedure is described in detail and demonstrated by analytical simulation.
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INTRODUCTION
To accurately characterize dynamic models of complex structures, experimental measurement of the structure's natural modes of vibration is required. Typically, the measurement of these modes is a costly and technically demanding task that requires both experimental and analytical , expertise. Over the years, methodologies have been developed to improve the accuracy of measured modes and reduce the complexity, and therefore the cost, of the experimental procedures. Generally, these methodologies can be cate- To date, procedures that attempt to establish natural modes of vibration by direct measurement use one or more shakers to exert sinusoidally varying forces on the test article. The frequency of excitation and the relative force levels of the multiple shakers are adjusted to best isolate, from all ocher modes, the target mode response. The mode parameters are then established from direct measurement of the forced vibration.
Over the years, test methodologies for adjusting the relative force levels of the multiple shakers have been proposed (e.g., Refs. The purpose of this report is to introduce a mode survey test procedure that uses correlated broad-band randomly varying forces to accomplish the same task that until now required harmonic excitation of the test article. The procedure derives from the recognition that response data of a structure, excited at multiple locations by proportional randomly varying forces, ca.
.. analyzed such that the results are equivalent to those obtained had he 
II. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS--A REVIEW
The matrix differential equation of motion that descrioes the behavior of a structure subjected to random excitation {Alf(t) is written in modal coordinates as
where the coordinate transformation between physical coordinates (X(t)} and modal coordinates {q(t)} is defined by
and the matrix of mode shape vectors [ 1 has been normalized with respect to 
th"
where the h coordinate equation has the following form:
x[ k12J &kf(W) ( 
5)
ad-+ iklkf(w) (6) and is being driven at multiple locations by a sinusoidally varying forcing function of frequency w. The real part corresponds to the coincident response (i.e., the component of acceleration response that is colinear with the reference force time history), and the imaginary part corresponds to the quadrature response (i.e., the component of acceleration response that is 90 degrees out of phase with the reference force time history). Therefore, Eq.
(9)
implies that the response data of a structure, excited at: multiple locations by proportional randomly varying forces, can be analyzed such that the results are equivalent to those obtained if the structure were to be excited at those same locations by sinusoidally varying forces.
III. MODE ISO \:rION LOGIC
Assume for the moment that the test article can be simultaneously driven at all its degrees of freedom by proportional randomly varying forces. Equation (9) then indicates that the test article can be made to vibrate in a single normal mode by appropriately adjusting the relative shaker force levels AL such that the generalized forces F k are zero for all modes except the target mode. In practice, however, the number of degrees of freedom needed to represent a complex structure greatly exceeds the number of available .
shakers. Therefore, perfect isolation is not possible.
Fortunately, for practical purposes, some small amount of contamination in measured modes is tolerable. It has become a widely accepted practice to judge the quality of measured modes by their mutual orthogonality. This is accomplished by calculating the unit normalized generalized mass matrix and comparing the magnitudes of the off-diagonal terms to a predetermined value.
It is generally accepted in the industry that modes of acceptable quality have It was noted earlier that the response data of a structure, excited at multiple locations by proportional randomly varying forces, can be analyzed such that the results are equivalent to those obtained if the structure were
Mode shape amplitude refers to the quadrature component of the total response.
to be excited by multiple sinusoidally varying forces. Therefore, it should be possible to adopt the basic principles of multi-shaker sine-dwell mode survey testing and apply them to multi-shaker random mode survey testing. The above equation states that adequate target mode isolation from an offresonance mode will exist if the product of the quadrature admittance ratio and generalized force ratio is less than 0.10.
Equation (11) is the essence of the SOREX procedure. Basically, the procedure recognizes that for lightly damped structures the ratio (&k/ ) will .k-t decrease rapidly with increasing frequency separation between the two modes. To obtain optimum isolation, the number of excitation shakers must equal the number of modes in the isolation group.* Typically, for complex structures, each isolation group will consist of 2 to 12 modes. Therefore, a relatively small number of shakers will be required.
The initial shaker force levels are established from frequency response functions obtained with single shaker excitation. The response functions are used to estimate the shaker location mode shape values, which are then used to calculate the relative force levels to be applied at those locations:
where If the number of shakers is equal to the number of modes in an isolation group, which we shall assume, It is possible to use the SOREX test logic when the number of modes in an isolating group exceeds the available shakers (see Ref. 5); however, the isolation will generally not be as complete.
convergence of the force vectors to those arequired for adequate mode isolation typically occurs within one or two iterations. Once isolation is achieved, the entire mode shape is measured and its orthogonality checked against the other measured mode shapes.
The test procedure proposed by Anderson was formulated for use with harmonic excitation of the test article. However, Eq. (9) indicates that if we excite the structure with multiple randomly varying forces, the response data can be analyzed such that the results are equivalent to those obtained ' had the excitation been harmonic. Therefore, it is possible to use the SOREX * logic to establish the relative magnitudes of multiple randomly varying forces such that a target mode is isolated for measurement from modes "close" in frequency. We now have all the ingredients needed to propose a multi-shaker -* random mode survey test procedure. .,
S-A.
IV. MULTI-SHAKER RANDOM MODE SURVEY TEST PROCEDURE
The basic principles of multi-shaker sine-dwell mode survey testing can be combined with multi-shaker broad-broad random excitation to establish the following procedure:
1.
Use single-point-random excitation to establish frequency response functions at all potential shaker positions and any coordinates whose response will aid in identifying all modes in the frequency range of interest.
Determine preliminary natural frequencies and predominant motions
Uof each mode.
3.
Measure all modes which are removed in frequency from all other modes (i.e., 0.85 wk < Wt < 1.15 Wk) by applying a randomly varying force at a location on the test article that exhibits strong response in the mode to be measured. Then, process the response data into frequency response functions. Steps 11 and 12 define how the modal parameters are to be extracted from the response functions.
Establish isolation groups of modes sufficiently close in frequency
to warrant inclusion in determining multiple excitation force levels (i.e., o. 8 5wt <w < l.15 w).
5.
For each isolation group, select for shaker locations those
coordinates with strong resonances and phase reversals between modes. ", 
6.
- - - - - - - - - - --- . - - .. * o.
9.
For each {F t}, select the force signal from one shaker as a reference signal, and process the response data from each shaker location into frequency response functions.
10.
leview frequency response functions from step 9 to determine if adequate isolation has been achieved. If isolation has not occurred, form a A new [WJ with updated shaker location mode shape values from step 9 and repeat steps 7 through 10. 
13.
Repeat steps 5 through 12 for each isolation group.
14.
Check orthogonality of all measured modes. If unacceptable contamination exists, expand the isolation group of the contaminated mode to include the contaminating modes, establish a refined force vector, and remeasure the contaminated mode. Note thar witn the measured mode set, a good . approximation to the generalized forces can be calculated. These forces can be used as an aid in determining which mode, in a pair of modes exhibiting *poor orthogonality, should be remeasured.
-V.
4,.
'.
[- The response of the model to multiple sinusoidally varying forces was . .
TIM.~ M-W-W W
'"The test simulation was initiated by excicing the analytical test response data at selected coordinates into frequency response functions. From these frequency response functions, shown in Fig. 1 * for the frequency range 20-50 Hz, it was determined that three modes were present in the frequency range of interest, 0 to 50 Hz. Furthermore, it was concluded that all three modes were sufficiently close in frequency to warrant inclusion in the same isolation group.
For the multi-shaker excitation phase of the simulation, coordinates The acceleration response of coordinate X 1 at each iteration is " "shown in Fig. 2 . As the figure illustrates, the isolation of each target mode "" improves as the relative excitation force Levels become more refined. This is especially evident for the second mode, where it can be observed that for single shaker excitation the dominant response of coordinate x 1 was that of mode I. The first iteration with three shakers succeeded in isolating the second mode from the first mode; however, adequate isolation from both the .. ".."
first and third modes required one more iteration.
For ease of comparison all frequency response functions have oeen normalized to provide unit generalized mass for each target mode.
Ii'i .,, The calculated saaker force levels, the resulting generalized forces, and the unit normalized generalized mass matrix obtained at each iteration are " presented in Table I. As the table illustrates, the single shaker excitation   -resulted in a relatively large generalized force for the first mode, which partially explains the dominant response of this mode observed at coordinates X 1 , I 2 , K 3 , and X (see Fig. 1) . Subsequently, the application of multiple shakers, as Table 1 also illustrates, resulted in the target mode generalized force being maximized relative to O2ie generalized forces of the other modes in the isolation group. In addition, the generalized mass matrices indicate that the test success criterion was satisfied after the first iteration: all off-diagonal terms in the unit normalized generalized mass matrix are no greater than 0.10.
The mode shapes obtained at each iteration are compared in Table 2 Table 2 ). In addition, excellent agreement exists between the exact mode vectors and those established in the simulations. distortions not only will vary from shaker to shaker but also will vary as a function of frequency at each shaker. At least conceptually, this problem can be minimized with a closed-loop control system. This added complexity needs to be considered when contemplating a multi-shaker random mode survey test.
IN
As discussed previously, target mode isolation from modes that are not included in the isolation group is primarily due to separation in mode frequencies. However, occasionally the generalized force of a mode not included in the isolation group is sufficiently large such that 10 to 15 percent frequency separation from the target mode is not sufficient. Two corrective actions can be taken. The simpler approach is to include the contaminating mode in the isolation group, deploy an additional shaker, and remeasure the contaminated mode. The second approach is to move the shaker that is primarily responsible for the large response of the contaminating mode. First, the measured target mode and measured contaminating mode must be normalized to unit generalized mass. Next, the mode shape values at the shaker locations should be compared. Usually, the contaminating mode will have, at one of the shaker locations, a considerably larger response than the target mode.
The shaker attached at that location should be redeployed, preferably to a location where the target mode response is greater than that of the contaminating mode. -.,,l ~.
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